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BA-6

We don't know how potential
risks of GM pest controls
compare with chemical pest
controls." W&P
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AB-5 In one study, GM

does not change
outcrossing rate.
W&P(11)

AB-4

We know that GMOs
can behave like
invasive organisms.
W&P

Invasive organisms
A

s
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What we don't
know we don't
know
G-3

How long herbicidetolerant GM crops will
keep weeds at bay before
EB-5 weeds become resistant
is uncertain. W&P

We don't know whether long-term
feeding of transgenic pestprotected plants to animals whose
natural diets consist of the
quantities and type of plant
material being tested (for example,
grain or forage crops fed to
livestock) could be a useful method
for assessing potential human
health impacts. NRC

What we don't know
we don't know

D

F-1

"We lack empirical evidence to
understand the likelihood of this
transference (of transgenic
sequences) under natural
circumstances." W&P

EA-6

We don't know enough about
short-termoral toxicity and
potential for allergenicity when
the active ingredient of a
transgenic pest-protected plant is
a protein and when health-effects
data are required. NRC

What we don't know
we don't know

We have no data on
amount of gene transfer in
viruses under natural
conditions. W&P

We have insufficient assessment
and data enhancement on
baseline concentrations of plant
compounds of potential dietary or
other toxicological concerns.
There is a need to determine how
concentrations of these
G-2 compounds may vary depending
on the genetic background of the
plant and environmental
conditions. NRC

It is possible that, if
resistance from GM
modified crops spreads,
even more toxic herbicides
may be used. W&P

EB-4

Unknowns
about interrelationships
among
organisms
Unknowns
about specific
organisms
Imprecisely
known
hazards) and
risks

What we don't know
we don't know

CB-3
BA-4 Monarch butterfly

larvae can be damaged
by Bt corn. W&P(25,27)

BA-3

BA-2

Pollen transfer

BB-3

Some "studies show no direct
effect of transgenic Bt crops on
nontarget organisms for particular
life history or reproductive traits
measured." W&P(26, 28, 29)

We know through models

CA-2 that some birds may be

affected detrimentally by
lower food availability by
loss of weeds due to GM
herbicides. W&P (37)

with Bt crops indicate no
effects on survivorship or
reproduction of predatory
insects that eat prey items
that have ingested
genetically engineered Bt
plant tissue" while "other
studies suggest that the
opportunity for
bioaccumulation may
occur." W&P (40- 44)

diversity in soil microorganisms "can cause
lower community diversity
and productivity above
ground." W&P(36)

BB-1

Alterations of soil ecosystems

Direct nontarget effects on
beneficial and native

Populations that depend
on controlled pests
C

CC-3

Bt toxin has been
found to be
persistent in soil
in significant
amounts. W&P (24)

CB-2 "Some studies conducted

CA-1

Nontarget organisms
B

We know that some
soil micro-organisms
are affected by GMtreated plants.
W&P(30-34)

There is little
bioaccumulation
toxicity found in
sprayed Bt.
W&P(24)

BB-2 We know that decline of

We know that plants can be engineered to
kill corn borers and other Lepidoptera and
beetles (Coleopters). W&P(24)
BA-1

Risk of invasiveness

The dramatic increase in the
number of genetically modified
plants can increase risk and
negative effects given the
limitations of predicting these
effects with our present
knowledge. W&P

Unknowns
about
multiple
releases of
organisms

"Laboratory

13 crops, hybridization with wild
relatives has contributed to the
evolution of some weed species."
Cultivated or introduced relatives
have eliminated genetic diversity in
some cases and made native
species extinct. W&P(8,19,20)
AC-1

The effects of Bt
toxin on soil in field
conditions are
unknown. W&P

CC-4 results suggest

AB-9 We know that the
movement of
species are one
transgenes into
of top three
natural populations
most pressing
is possible. W&P(18)
environmental
problems, along
with global
We know that negative impacts of
climate change AB-8
transgenics are possible. " For
and habitat
seven species ... of the world's top
loss. W&P(4)

considerable and widespread
nonbeneficial effects of
invasive organism. W&P(2,3)
AB-7 We know the cost to the
U.S. $137 billion
AB-2 We know that some non-native
annually in direct and
organisms become invasive. W&P
indirect effects for the
control and prevention of
invasive organisms.
AB-1
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We know that ecological
consequences of pollen
transfer in natural
AC-2 habitats is largely
unstudied. W&P

CC-5

D

We haven't adequately assessed
gene flow and its potential
consequences. For example, we
don't have a list of plants with wild or
weedy relatives in the United States.
We need to identify key factors that
regulate weed populations; assess
rates at which pest resistance genes
from the crop would be likely to
spread among weed populations; and
evaluate the impact of specific, novel
resistance traits on the weed
abundance. NRC

D-4

We do not know the indirect
effects on predators that
CB-4consume prey that contain
pesticidal proteins through
bioaccumulation unknown. W&P

AB-6 Invasive

AB-3 We know that there are

Natural hybrids

Popu
on colations tha
ntrolle
t
d pesdepend
ts

ds
bri
hy

BA-7

The prevalence and
persistence of GM plant toxins
accumulated in the field is
unknown. W&P

r

AA-1

ve

CB-5

transfe

AA-2

We don't know enough about the
impacts of specific pest-protected
crops on nontarget organisms,
compared with impacts of
standard and alternative
agricultural practices through
rigorous field evaluations. NRC

Pollen

We know that GM
crops can hybridize
with weedy species.
W&P

We know that Bt toxins
can affect nontarget
butterflies and beetles in
widely varying ways,
including decreasing
reproductive ability.

Some studies are
underway to study
risk of gene
CC-6 biological
transfer and
heteroencapsidation.
W&P
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We do not know the
propensity of
outcrossing of GM
crops. (W&P10)
si

Long-term effects of GMOs on
soil ecosystems are completely
unknown. "At least two
consequences could potentially
occur from reported alterations of
soil ecosystems--decrease of
plant decomposition rates and of
carbon and nitrogen levels, which
could affect soil fertility." W&P (35)

D-5

"Viruses with new biological
characteristics could
potentially arise in transgenic
viral-resistant plants through
recombination and
heteroencapsidations." W&P (50)

Tra
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We know that major
world food crops
hybridize wild relatives
in "12 of the world's 13
most important food
crops, as well as
numerous other crop
species, and some wild
relatives." W&P(8,9)

AA-3

BB-4

W&P(24) (25.26)

AB-10

What we don't know
we don't know

We do not know how to identify
those genetic "modifications
that may augment invasive
characteristics. W&P

AB-11
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A

The extent of GMO effects
on butterflies and beetles
is only partially known. W&P

BA-8

Alt

s

No studies of ecological
effects of movements of
transgenes in natural
populations and their
potential ecological
consequences have been
done. W&P

BA-5

What we don't know
we don't know

A major unkown is the
indirect impact of GMOs on
other species that depend on
the controlled pests for
CA-3 survival or reproduction.
W&P

We need to improve our
understanding of populations,
ecology, and genetics of target
pests so that more ecologically
and evolutionarily sustainable
approaches to the use of pestprotected plants can be
developed. NRC

G-4

s

ism

There are no studies of
long-term effects of
persistence of GM plant
toxins. W&P

Allergen

an

CC-7

E

ce

org

What we don't know
we don't know

"Variation in the competitive
environment and timing of
introductions can confound
predictions." W&P

B

tio

B

Cascading and multiple ecological
interactions are difficult to test and
evaluate at limited time and spatial
scales. An additional problem is that
"at larger spatial scales, there is a
greater possibility of contact with
sensitive species or habitats or for
landscape-level changes because at
larger scales more ecosystems could
be altered." W&P (57)

D

2001
Unknowns
about long
term effects

We do not have satisfactory methods
for identifying potential allergens in
pest-protected plants. We lack tests
for human immune-system endpoints
and need more reliable animal
models. NRC

Our capacity to predict impacts of
genetically modified organisms is
imprecise, especially long-term.
"Our inability to accurately predict
ecological consequencesespecially long-term, higher-order
interactions-increases the
uncertainty associated with a risk
assessment and may require
modifications in our risk
management strategies." W&P

stan

ve

Many factors affecting reproductive
ability of GEOs and their wild relatives
are unknown " that would indicate how
transgenic traits affect the reproductive
ability of GEOs and their wild relatives."
(e.g. viral infections, insect predators,
competition, or human-mediated
controls). W&P

va

NRC= Committee on Genetically Modified
Pest-Protected Plants, Genetically Modified
Pest-Protected Plants: Science and
Regulation. National Research Council,
Washington, D.C. National Academy Press.
June, 2000.

s

The multiplicity of effects of GM release
is unknown. "Environmental and cultivar
variability complicates the task of
assessing risk. Transgenic organisms,
such as genetically engineered crops,
released into the environment will
potentially interact with a diversity of
habitats in time and in space, and the
potential risks from a single type of
transgenic organism may vary
accordingly." W&P

We don't know how to weigh the benefits and
risks of toxicity and extent and irreversibility of
ecological change from pesticide use, because
these phenomena are still relatively poorly
understood. W&P

F-1

resi

asi

In

W&P = Wolfenbarger, L. L and Phifer, P.R.,
The Ecological Risks and Benefits of
Genetically Engineered Plants, Science, 290,
2088-2093 15 December 2000. Numbers in
parentheses refer to references in this article.
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What we don't
know we
don't know

ve

AA-4

Imprecisely
known
hazards) and
risks

Sources

is

We need to develop transgenic or
other techniques that decrease
potential for the spread of transgenes
into wild populations. NRC

Inv

We don't know the
effect of large areas
of cultivation on wild
relatives. W&P

AA-5

Unknowns
about specific
organisms

Known
phenomena
and effects

an

We don't know what will happen
when plants in the field are
exposed to GM plant toxin.
"Therefore, with the data available
CB-6 from published, peer-reviewed
literature, extrapolation of these
results to natural ecosystems
cannot yet be made." W&P

What we don't
know we don't
know

de
bici

What we don't know
we don't know

rg

C

CC-8

We don't monitor ecological
impacts of pest-protected crops on
a long-term basis to ensure the
detection of impacts that may not
be predicted from tests conducted

ula

A

"The complex nature of biological
invasions means that simple comparisons
of fecundity and survival will not
adequately predict invasiveness. W&P

AB-12

to

B

We don't know enough about
assessing the potential risks posed
by conventional pest-protected
plants, and we need to make
improvements of conventional
breeding procedures, if found
appropriate. NRC

Her

Unknowns
about interrelationships
among
organisms

ge

There is not even one field
study that compares the
ecological effects of transgenic
and conventional pestprotected plants bred for the
same pesticidal traits. NRC

s

A

ar

We don't know how to
develop more specific
expression systems for
transgenes in ways that
lessen nontarget exposure
and delay pest adaptation (for
example, use of promoters
that would limit expression to
certain tissues). NRC

si
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President, MacroVU®, Inc
hornbob@earthlink.net

We need to improve
our understanding
of the molecular
basis of pest-plant
interactions. NRC

A

and

Not every ecological risk
can be identified because
ecosystems are so
complex. W&P

A

va

How do I get updates & revisions
and other info-maps in the series?

A

W&P (55)

In

You can print this map out at your local print service bureau
in various sizes.

A

s

How do I get a
printed copy?

Unknowns
about
multiple
releases of
organisms

brid

1. Horn, R.E., (2005 ) What we do not know: Using information
murals to portray scientific ignorance, Futures

A

Even limited field experiments cannot
predict probability of gene flow in largescale planting because "some
consequences, such as the probability
of gene flow, are a function of the
spatial scale of the introduction." W&P
(56)

nt

l hy

Uses of the mural
Some have suggested that the murals should be placed in the
lobby to biology and ecology buildings around the world. One
biologist told me themural could be used to inspire students to
choose more daring dissertation topics than are frequently
chosen.This first mural GM Crops has inspired the creation of
other murals as well including one for what is unknown in
ocean biology and one that characterizes the challenges to the
growing field of visual analytics of which the unknowns map is
only one example.” (1)

We don't know what kind
of "unknown risks may
surface as the frequencies
and scale of the
introduction increases."

No

ura

Metaphor of darkness
I have used the idea of an ‘information mural’, a now widely
used method of communicating complex scientific technical
and organizational information. The mural uses the metaphor of
darkness to convey the idea of our ignorance and the figures of
scientists with flashlights (torches) shining on small fragments
of text that describe what we do not know. The streetlights at
the bottom illuminate what science does know.

A

Nat

The info-mural on Unknowns ab out GM Crops
These issues came to my attention most directly as I was working on a pilot project on genetically modified crops (GMC). A
number of the key discussions about GMC were focused on the
precautionary principle that is explicit about what should be
done in public policy when there is ‘lack of scientific certainty’. It
is stated in one version: ‘Where there are threats of serious or
irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty should not
be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation’. United Nations Economic Conference
for Europe, 1990 “If there is lack of scientific certainty, this
means that there are identifiable areas of lack of knowledgethere are things that science does not know. I asked myself: If
scientific unknowns figure strongly in the application of the precautionary principles, exactly what is it that we do not know in a
particular domain? And then, from the design and communication standpoint, I wondered: ‘How would we represent these
unknowns in a attractive, useful, inviting, and organized way?’
This has led to the development of a new class of diagrams or
knowledge maps called ‘Unknowns Maps’.

Unknowns
about long
term effects

"Unknown factors cause
unexplained time lags that
occur between the
establishment of an
introduced species and the
subsequent expansion of its
population and range."
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Future studies are by definition about the unknown. We try to
understand key features about possible futures with a variety of
techniques from simulation to scenarios, forecasts
to conjectures. Many of these methods attempt to say what
might happen, but not how we will get to know what is unknown. Rarely are we content to simply say what we do not
know. Rarely do we specify the paths to knowing more about
unknowns. However, the approach to stating what we do not
know is beginning to be explored through the creation of visual
information murals.

What we know—and what we don't know—about the ecology of genetically modified plants

tur

“Increasingly, complex socio-technical public policy issues
involve scientific uncertainty and even complete ignorance of
phenomena. The lack of crisp description of uncertainties often
leads to lack of trust by the general public, which in turn impedes solving serious public policy issues. One-sided ideas of
‘sound science’ that do not carefully describe uncertainties and
degrees of unknowns also confuse public discussion. They all
increase the need for ways to understand and display what we
do not know as well as what we do know.

Draft v.6
Please send comments
and suggestions to
hornbob@earthlink.net.
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What is this?

Abbreviations

GEO = geneticcally engineered organism
GMO = genetically modified organism
W&P = Wolfenbarger, L. L and Phifer, P.R.,
authors of the Science article
NRC = National Research Council (source of
one of the reports on which this map is based.

CB-1

Bioaccumulation

Indirect effects

CC-2

the possibility
that Bt toxin may
contact soil
ecosystems by
way of exudate
from Bt corn
plant roots."

D-3

EA-3

"Purified, active Bt
toxin persisted in
certain soil types for at
least 234 days, the
longest duration
studied." W&P(48, 24)

Persistence of
pesticidal proteins

D-2

D-1

"Closely related viruses can
exchange coat proteins
(CPs). Under laboratory
conditions CPs produced by
transgenic virus-resistant
plants encapsidated a
related virus that
subsequently altered its
transmissibility." W&P(53)

Transference of
transgenic sequences
D

New viral
diseases

"The evolution of resistance
will, at the least, eliminate the
benefits associated with a
particular genetically modified
crop, and at the most,
resistance will have negative
Viral, plant, and insect
ecological consequences, if it
resistance is very likely
to occur as a result of the results in using harsher
evolutionary pressure
pesticides or more
from genetically modified applications of pesticides."
organisms. W&P
W&P
EA-4

(51,52)

W&P(49)

CC-1

New viral strains
containing
genetically
modified DNA have
been found
possible through
gene transfer. W&P

EA-2

One species, the diamond back
moth (Plutella xylostella) has
developed resistance to Bt
already under laboratory
conditions. W&P(69)
EA-1

Herbicide-resistant
weeds can evolve
from use of GM
crops. W&P

EB-2

EA-5 Planting refuges (areas

without the transgenic crop,
to minimize the spread of
resistance in a population )
can slow but not stop spread
of resistance. W&P (70-77)

Insect resistance
E

EB-3

EB-1

F-1

"Resistance to a GM
herbicide
Glyphosate has
already developed in
rigid rigorous
(Lolium rigidum), a
pernicious grass
weed." W&P

We don't have preliminary
guidance on the
assessment of potential
food allergens. The FDA
should caution that
further research is
needed in this area. The
FDA should put a high
priority on finalizing and
releasing this
information. NRC

G-1

We don't have clear,
scientifically justifiable
criteria for establishing
biochemical and functional
equivalency when
registrants request
permission to test nonplant-expressed proteins
in lieu of plant-expressed
proteins. NRC

Herbicide resistance

Resistance and
sustainability

F

Allergens

G

Other &
Regulatory

Known
phenomena
and effects
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